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If Everything’s Kosher, Nothing Is Kosher!  By definition, Kashrut (the Jewish dietary 
requirements) represents a unique approach to the life-sustaining process of eating. 
 
The Hebrew word Kosher literally means “suitable.” The earliest mention of a dietary 
requirement appears in Leviticus Chapter 11: These are the creatures you may eat from. . .”  The 
Torah goes on to list animals that chew their cud and have cloven hoofs, birds that do not prey on 
other living creatures, and fish with fins and scales. Simply stated: A Jew is not permitted to 
consume everything he rests his eyes on! 
 
Over the centuries, the dietary laws were refined and embellished. The animals one is permitted 
to eat must be slaughtered in a manner causing the least amount of pain to the animal. The 
slaughterer, or shochet, is a person conversant with the laws governing Kashrut and trained in 
the process of Kosher slaughter. Rabbi Avraham Kook, the early 20th century chief rabbi of 
Jerusalem, taught the ideal of Kashrut was to not kill animals for food or sport but to follow the 
example set by Adam and Eve who were vegetarian. 
 
Dennis Prager and Rabbi Joseph Telushkin note, “Every time a Jew sits down to eat a kosher 
meal he or she is reminded that the animal being eaten is a creature of God, that the death of such 
a creature cannot be taken lightly, that hunting for sport is forbidden, that we cannot treat any 
living thing irresponsibly and that we are responsible for what happens to other beings (human 
and animal) even if we did not come into contact with them.” 
 
Rabbi Samuel Dresner profoundly noted in his work The Jewish Dietary Laws, “In eating a slice 
of bread, we can discover God; in drinking a cup of wine we can sanctify the Sabbath; in 
preparing a piece of meat we can learn something of the reverence for life.” 
 
For the modern Jew, Kashrut is a discipline demanding we care as much about what comes out 
of our mouth as what goes in. Kashrut is a daily reminder that life depends on nutrition, being 
fortunate enough to sit at a dinner table is a blessing, and participating in the act of consuming 
food should be nothing less than holy. 
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